In a non-uniform electric field, the surface charge of the deformable particle is polarized, resulting in the dielectrophoretic force acting on the surface of the particle, which causes the electrophoresis. Due to dielectrophoretic force, the two deformable particles approach each other, and distort the flow field between them, which cause the hydrodynamic force correspondingly. The dielectrophoresis (DEP) force and the hydrodynamic force together form the net force acting on the particles. In this paper, based on a thin electric double layer (EDL) assumption, we developed a mathematical model under the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) numerical approach method to simulate the flow field, electric field, and deformable particles simultaneously. Simulation results show that, when two deformable particles' distances are in a certain range, no matter the initial position of the two particles immersed in the fluid field, the particles will eventually form a particle-particle chain parallel to the direction of the electric field. In actual experiments, the biological cells used are deformable. Compared with the previous study on the DEP motion of the rigid particles, the research conclusion of this paper provides a more rigorous reference for the design of microfluidics.
Introduction
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) refers to the phenomenon of force acting on the low permittivity dielectric particles under a spatially non-uniform electric field [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The non-uniform electric field polarizes the dielectric particles, and produces the DEP force on the particle surface, which moves particles in the fluid medium. The magnitude of the DEP force is not related to whether the particles are charged or not [7] [8] [9] [10] . The DEP force is highly related to the size and electrical properties of the particles, the electrical properties of the fluid medium, and the parameters of the applied electric field. DEP assembly of colloidal particles has become one of the important technologies for micro-nano scale particles manipulation in microfluidics [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
For the precision of DEP particle manipulation, the particle-particle interaction should not be ignored [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . A pair of particles is formed when, for example, the presence of one particle distorts the local electric field, resulting in a non-uniform electric field around another particle. This non-uniform electric field polarizes another particle and produces a DEP force, which is known as particle-particle interaction DEP force. The interaction DEP force drives the two particles approach each other and eventually form a particle-particle chain parallel to the applied electric field, which is the basis of DEP assembly technology.
Experimental study on the DEP particle-particle interaction was once performed. Two spherical particles initially presenting a certain angle with respect to the applied electric field, after a period of DEP attractive motion, eventually formed a particle-particle chain parallel to the applied electric field. Additionally, the DEP interactive motion of two rod-shaped particles was simulated as well. Simulation of the two spherical particles' DEP motion, where the gap between the two particles was larger than the particle radius, was studied by Kang and Li [23] . In their work, the velocity, trajectories, and force of the two particles were analyzed simultaneously. Qian once studied the particle-particle interactions and their motions numerically [23, 24] . The numerical simulation results show that negative DEP motion, from higher to lower regions, always tends to attract particles and finally forms a particle-particle chain parallel to the applied electric field.
However, in the above numerical studies, the particles were considered rigid objects, but in the actual experimental studies, the biological particles used are usually deformable [10, 18, [28] [29] [30] [31] . Studies on the DEP motion of deformable particles have therefore become highly important. In this paper, the DEP motion of a pair of deformable particles under a direct current (DC) electric field is simulated. The motion of different elastic modulus particles is compared and the velocity, trajectory, and force of particle-particle DEP motion are analyzed in detail. We developed a multiphysics model based on the thin electric double layer (EDL) assumption. The fluid flow field, the DC electric field, and the motion of deformable particles are solved simultaneously with an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) numerical method [11, 18, 32, 33] . Meanwhile, the DEP force is calculated using the Maxwell stress tensor method, which has been demonstrated as the most rigorous approach to evaluate the DEP force.
Materials and Methods

Mathematical Model
To develop a mathematical model, we consider two identical circular particles suspended in an incompressible Newtonian fluid confined in a square domain Ω with density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ, as shown in Figure 1 . The midpoint of the two particles' connecting line coincides with the center of the square domain, which is selected as the origin of the 2D Cartesian coordinate system (x, y). The side length of the square and the radius of the particles are, respectively, L and a. The center-to-center distance of the two particles and the angle between the x-axis and the connecting line of the two particles are, respectively, R and θ. The surface of the two particles suspended in the first quadrant and the third quadrant are, respectively, Γ and Λ. The domain enclosed by the sides of the square except for the particle is selected as the computational domain Ω. An electric field, E, generated by an externally electric potential applied from inlet AB to outlet CD, induces the dielectrophoretic particle-particle interactions and their relative motion of the particles. The dashed lines show the location and shape of the two particles under one time step during their DEP motion, and the dotted lines show the trajectories of their motion.
Considering that the electric double layer (EDL) thicknesses adjacent to the particle surface and the channel wall are very thin in comparison to the particle radius and the distance between AD and BC, the thin EDL approximation is applied. Therefore, the net charge density in computational domain Ω is zero. The electrical potential φ in the computational domain can be described by the Laplace equation, given as
The electric filed E is given as
Electric potential applied to generate the electric field E is given as
and φ = 0 on CD .
Electric insulation applied on all the other boundaries, including the particle surface Γ and Λ, is given by n · ∇φ = 0 on AD, BC, Γ and Λ ,
where n is the unit outward normal vector on the corresponding boundary. The Reynolds number of the fluid flow in this study is very small; as a result, the inertia terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are neglected. The motion of the fluid is governed by the continuity equation and the Stokes equations, given as
and
where u is the fluid velocity vector, I is the unit tensor, and ∇u T is the transpose of the velocity gradient ∇u. The quantities ρ, µ, p represent, respectively, the fluid density, dynamic viscosity, and the pressure.
An open boundary condition is applied on the two opening boundaries AB and CD, which are selected as inlet and outlet of the computational domain Ω, given as ∇ · −pI + µ ∇u + ∇u T = 0 on AB and CD .
An symmetry boundary condition is applied on the other boundaries AD and BC, given as
T n on AD and BC,
where the quantity
The velocity on the surface of one of the two particles is denoted by u pi and consists of two parts, that is, the Smoluchowski slip velocity, which arises from the surface charge of the particle, and the velocity related to the motion of the particle. The quantity u pi is given as
where the quantities ζ pi and S are, respectively, the zeta potential and the displacement of the particle, and the quantity S can be calculated by
where ρ p is the density of the particle, and the quantity σ(S) represents the Cauchy stress of the solid phase, which is a function of the displacement of the particles. Considering that the particles are incompressible Neo-Hookean material, which can be described using the strain energy density function, given as
where G 0 is the shear modulus of the deformable particles, I C = tr(C) is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green tensor, where C = F T F, and the quantity F is the deformation gradient tensor, which can be calculated by F = ∇S + I.
The corresponding Cauchy stress of the Neo-Hookean material can be described by
where J is the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor F, J = 1 for an incompressible Neo-Hookean material, and P = ∂W s /∂∇ X S is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress. The traction force on the particle-fluid interface, which consists of hydrodynamic and electrokinetic stresses is continuous, and can be described by
where σ p and n p are, respectively, total stress tensor on the particle surface and the unit normal vector directed from the particle surface into the fluid. The quantities σ f = −pI + µ(∇u + ∇u T ) and
respectively, the hydrodynamic stress tensor and the Maxwell stress tensor.
The quantities in the governing equations can be normalized by characteristic length scale, characteristic electric potential, and characteristic velocity, which can be denoted as particle radius a, electric potential φ 0 , and particle velocity
a , respectively. Therefore, the dimensionless governing equations and the boundary condition are expressed as follows: 
Numerical Method and Code Validation
To ensure the accuracy and feasibility of the simulation results, some important parameters of the particle, flow field, and electric field used in this study are listed. Since the effect of particle gravity is not considered in this paper, the particle density is set to be the same as the density of the fluid, ρ p = 1.0 × 10 3 kg/m 3 . The radius of the particle is a = 10 µm. The particle permittivity and conductivity are set as ε p = 2.6ε 0 and σ p = 4.0 × 10 −4 S/m, respectively, where the quantity ε 0 is the permittivity in vacuum [23] . The fluid medium used in this simulation is water. Its density and dynamic viscosity are set as ρ f = 1.0 × 10 3 kg/m 3 and η = 1.0 × 10 −3 kg/(m · s), respectively. Besides, the fluid permittivity and conductivity are set as ε f = 80ε 0 and σ f = 2.0 × 10 −2 S/m, respectively. The fluid field is square and the corresponding side length is set as L = 20a. If the particle is neglected, the electric field is uniform, as the electric potential applied on the segment AB is 20 V, and CD is 0 V. The finite-element mesh deforms while following the DEP motion of the particle in the ALE method, and its quality is reduced as the particle moves in the microfluidic channel. In this study, more than 20,000 total elements with a minimum of 100 elements positioned adjacent to the particle surface through rigorous mesh-refinement tests. In the simulation, the mesh element quality is a dimensionless quantity between 0 and 1, where 0 represents a degenerated element and 1 represents a perfectly regular element. The COMSOL (Stockholm, Sweden) computations include the default mesh quality measures method, which is used in this simulation. Before the mesh quality decreases below 0.7 out of the maximum 1.0 when the particle moves, the domain of the system is re-meshed with the current position of the particle. The computational process is restarted after the solution is mapped to the new mesh.
In order to verify the accuracy of our simulation results, the horizontal DEP motion velocity graph are compared with Qian's results [23] , as shown in Figure 2 . Note that the deformability of the particles is set to be the same as Qian's, that is, as rigid particles. As can be seen from the figure, our simulation results are fully consistent with Qian's results. 
Results and Discussion
The Dielectrophoresis (DEP) Particle-Particle Interaction in the Horizontal Direction
The distribution of two particles in a fluid medium is usually random. Both horizontal (θ = 0 • ) and vertical positions (θ = 0 • ) are considered. The DEP interaction in the horizontal direction is studied in this section, and the vertical DEP interaction will be discussed in the next section. Figure 3a shows the distribution of electric fields in the entire computational domain, as can be seen, since the two particles exist simultaneously, causing the non-uniform electric field around a single particle. The non-uniform electric field polarizes the surface charge of the particles, so the corresponding DEP force is produced to drive the particle motion. Since a single particle does not cause a distortion of the electric field, it does not produce the corresponding DEP force, so we call the DEP force here the particle-particle interaction DEP force. In Figure 3a , DEP motion here can be called negative DEP motion from the higher electric field to the lower, causing the two particles to attract each other in the horizontal direction. At the same time, the DEP motion causes the distortion of fluid field, forming a symmetric circular flow field correspondingly, as shown in Figure 3b . With the distance between two particles decreasing, the fluid between the two particles is constantly compressed, leading to an increasing fluid pressure between the two particles, corresponding to the increasing hydrodynamic pressure force, as shown in Figure 3c . , and pressure (c) around two particles located at (x * , y * ) = (±1.56, 0) subjected to an external electric field E * = 0.05. Lines in (a-c) represent, respectively, the streamlines of the electric field, flow field, and pressure. Figure 4 shows the velocity and DEP force in the horizontal direction of different elastic modulus particles with the same initial position. It can be seen from the figure that the DEP motion trends for different elastic modulus particles are the same, which can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, the DEP force increases as the particles approach each other (as shown in Figure 4b ), leading to an increasing velocity. In the second stage, the hydrodynamic pressure force increases faster than the DEP force due to the further motion, leading to the decrease in the velocity to zero. Note that the DEP force of the deformed particles is smaller than the rigid particles, resulting in a smaller maximum speed. It can also be concluded that the two kinds of particles with different elastic modulus achieve a different assembly position when the velocity is zero, which is caused by the deformation of the particles. Figure 5 shows that the particle deformation process is rapidly completed in a very short time at the beginning of the DEP motion. The two spherical particles become ellipsoid, and their stretch ratio (the ratio of the long axis to the short axis) have a maximum value of about 1.32. The ratio is then reduced to around 1.24, and the two particles finally accomplish the whole DEP motion in a constant shape. 
The DEP Particle-Particle Interaction in Vertical Direction
The DEP motion of the two particles perpendicular to the direction of the electric field is discussed. The initial position of the two particles is located at (x * , y * ) = (0, ±1.5), and the trajectory of their DEP motion is shown in Figure 6 . The DEP motion in the vertical direction can also be divided into two stages. In the first stage, the two particles repel each other, causing the two particles to move in the opposite direction along the connection line. When the distance between two particles reaches a certain value, the DEP motion starts in the second stage, which the two particles start to attract each other, and rotate along the center point of their connection line. The turning points of the two stages are called "unstable points," and the DEP motion direction of the two particles in this position is uncertain. Note that the DEP motion trends for different elastic modulus particles are the same, but the maximum movement distance of the deformation particles is lower. The speed of DEP motion in the vertical direction is shown in Figure 7a . In a very short period of time, the particle is rapidly reaching the maximum speed from the stationary state, and the particle velocity then starts to decrease to zero. As can be seen, the maximum velocity of a deformed particle is smaller than that of a rigid particle. It can also be seen that the maximum velocity of a deformed particle DEP motion is smaller than that of a rigid particle. In order to explain the movement trajectory and velocity trend of different elastic modulus particles' DEP motion, the DEP force graph in the vertical direction is shown in Figure 7b . As can be seen from the figure, the DEP force of the two particles is reduced to zero after reaching the maximum speed, but decreases faster at the beginning, and the velocity decreases firstly and then increases correspondingly. It can also be seen that the DEP force of the deformed particles is relatively smaller than the rigid particles. This is because the electric field distortion caused by the deformable particles is relatively mild, resulting in a relatively small polarization of the particles' surface charge. 
The DEP Particle-Particle Interaction in Arbitrary Direction
Considering the universality of the simulation results, the particle DEP interaction in any direction is studied. The DEP interaction motion in the direction of θ = 85 • and θ = 45 • will be discussed in the following sections. To further discuss, the elastic modulus, particle radius, and electric field intensity in this section will be simulated as a variable, and the results will be further discussed. The initial position of the two particles is located at (x * , y * ) = (±1.5 cos (85 • ), ±1.5 sin (85 • )), and the DEP motion trajectory is shown in Figure 8 . The DEP motion can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, the two particles repel each other, and the y-component DEP force repels the two particles to move in the opposite direction, and the x-component DEP attracts the two particles to rotate clockwise around the center point of their connection line. With the distance between two particles increasing, the two particles begin to attract each other and finally form a particle-particle chain parallel to the direction of the applied electric field, which is divided into the second stage of the DEP motion. The DEP motion process described above can be interpreted by the DEP force graph, as shown in Figure 9 . From Figure 9b ,d, it can be concluded that DEP forces in the two stages have an opposite direction. If the first stage is assumed to be attractive force, then the second stage must be the repulsion force. Similarly, from Figure 9a ,c, it can be concluded that x and y components of the DEP motion velocity undergo a process by which increase, decrease to zero, inverse increase, and decrease to zero. The particle velocity increases over a short period of time under the DEP repulsive force, and as the distance between the two particles increases further, the DEP force decreases to zero. The DEP force then turns into attractive force. Its x-component quantity attracts the two particles to continue rotating, and the y-component quantity attracts the two particles closer to each other. After the two particles are close to each other to a certain extent, the hydrodynamic pressure force between the particles increases, preventing the two particles from becoming any closer to each other, causing the particle velocity to decrease to zero. Finally, two particles form a particle-particle chain parallel to the electric field.
Note that different elastic modulus particles have different trajectories. The trajectories of the deformable particles are always inside the rigid particles. The larger the deformation is, the greater the degree of concavity becomes. The simulation results show that the finally assembly positions of deformable particles and rigid particles are different, and the deformable particles are closer together. Therefore, the simulation conclusion provides theoretical guidance for deformable particle DEP assembly. The effect of particle radius on DEP interaction is briefly mentioned in the previous subsections, and this section provides concrete simulation results to further demonstrate the former conclusion, as shown in Figure 10 . As can be seen, the greater the particle radius is, the longer the movement trajectory becomes. This is because the particles with a greater radius have a greater distortion of the electric field, which leads to a stronger surface charge polarization and a greater DEP force correspondingly. Different elastic modulus particles have different trajectories due to different DEP forces. Similarly, the effect of elastic modulus on DEP motion follows the former rules we discussed. Note that changing the particle radius can effectively perturb the DEP motion, and based on this, in the experiment of DEP particle assembly, the particles with different radius can achieve an ideal separation. Figure 11 shows the effect of electric field intensity on DEP motion. It can be concluded that the influence of elastic modulus on DEP motion is not obvious. On the contrary, the electric field intensity has an obvious disturbance effect on DEP motion, so changing the electric field can perturb the trajectory of the DEP motion effectively. The higher electric field intensity leads to a longer DEP motion trajectory. This is because a larger electric field intensity leads to a stronger polarization of the charge on the particles' surface, causing greater DEP forces, that leads to more convex trajectories. Based on this phenomenon, in the actual experiment, the separation and assembly of different particles can be realized by setting different electric field intensity values. 
Conclusions
Particle assembly based on DEP has become one of the main technologies of particle manipulation, and DEP particle interaction experiments and numerical simulations have been widely developed. In this paper, a mathematical model is developed based on the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) numerical approach method. The mathematical model can solve the electric field, the flow field, and the motion of deformable particles simultaneously. In the meantime, the MST method is used to calculate the DEP force by integrating the Maxwell stress tensor over the particle surface, which is regarded as the most accurate method to calculate DEP force. Simulation results show that, when the center distance is between two particles in a certain range, regardless of the initial position, the two deformable particles will eventually form a particle-particle chain parallel to the direction of the applied electric field. In the whole DEP motion, the DEP force changes with the distance between the two particles, and the hydrodynamic force accordingly changed. Based on this, the velocity of DEP motion is constantly changing. It can also be concluded that particle radius and electric field intensity have an important influence on DEP motion. Note that, compared with previous studies, the particles used in this study are deformable particles rather than rigid particles. The simulation results of this paper also show the differences between the two types of particle DEP motions. Because biological cells are deformable in actual experiments, the results of this simulation are more convincing. This paper therefore provides theoretical guidance for the DEP manual technology of biological cells, which can help to better understand the principle of DEP technology and promote the further development of DEP control technology. However, the simulation in the work only considers the hydrodynamic stress tensor and the Maxwell stress tensor. In order to model rather complex structures in future, some other forces or moments involved should be included in our model [34] , especially if lubricants such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) are coating cells.
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